Ed the Invisible Dragon

I have a dragon and his name is Ed.
He sleeps in the space at the foot of my bed.
He follows along wherever I go,
But he keeps himself invisible so no one will know.

**He’s Ed the invisible dragon,**
**He’s Ed the invisible dragon,**
**He’s Ed the invisible dragon,**
**Oh where did that dragon go?**

When I’m home after school and I’m looking for a snack,
It’s all I can do to hold Ed back,
And when the kitchen’s in a mess and Mom has a fit,
I look at Ed and shrug and say, “I didn’t do it!”

**It was Ed the invisible dragon,**
**It was Ed the invisible dragon,**
**It was Ed the invisible dragon,**
**Oh where did that dragon go?**

Playing in the rec-room with a bat and a ball,
A lamp gets smashed, but it’s not my fault at all.
It was Ed who knocked it down with his pointy, pointy tail,
But no one seems to listen when I begin to wail:

**It was Ed the invisible dragon…**

So if you notice in your house that things begin to break,
And you’ve taken all the blame that you can take,
You might try looking at the foot of your bed.
Don’t be surprised if there you find Invisible Ed.

**He’s Ed the invisible dragon…**
(spoken)
   Hey, Ed!!! Didn’t you see him?
   He was here a minute ago.
   It was Ed!!!
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